Spireon partners with Greenbriar Equity Group
to accelerate growth and improve operational
flexibility
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Greenbriar Equity Group, a New York-based private equity firm has
become the primary investor in Spireon, the vehicle telematics company,
after investing an undisclosed amount earlier this month. Greenbriar has
nearly 20 years of experience in the investment ecosystem and holds a
fund of over $3.5 billion in capital, with its investing arm focussed on
partnering with businesses in the manufacturing and services segment.

“One of the unique things Greenbriar sees in Spireon is that we are both in
the automotive and commercial transportation segments, while other
providers in the industry are not,” said Carla Fitzgerald, the CMO of
Spireon. “The fact that we are doing both sides of the business really lends
to the richness of the data that we are collecting.”
Spireon has a 15-year history in the telematics space and is the largest
provider of telematics solutions in the U.S. today, having nearly 4 million
connected vehicles on its platform and collecting a billion data points eve ry
month. “In our commercial transportation side of the business, we provide
businesses with solutions to monitor and manage fleets. This can be
anything from the large transportation and trailer companies to small
businesses like the local florist or plumbing company that might have 5-10
service vans,” said Fitzgerald.
Spireon’s business lies in gathering data from the vehicle’s onboard
telematics system and generating analytics in return, which can be used to
provide real-time alerts to customers, make vehicles smarter, and assist
drivers in driving more safely by understanding driving behavior.
Recently, Spireon announced a partnership with Ford Commercial
Solutions which would let the company integrate Ford telematics data with
its FleetLocate solution. “We are one of the two companies they selected in
the U.S. market to be able to access the data from the vehicle via API. As
part of the agreement, we would have direct data from the vehicle, which is
richer than any other after-market device could possibly access,” said
Jason Penkethman, chief product and strategy officer at Spireon.

With regard to the recent Greenbriar deal, Penkethman believed that the
equity firm was a natural fit for Spireon, due to its specific investments on
businesses in the transportation industry. “About 4-5 months ago,
Greenbriar was speaking to us about related industry matters and
recognized that we have a very unique position in the market, as a leader

in aftermarket telematics,” he said. “They wanted to add Spireon to their
portfolio as it made perfect sense for them with that focus.”
The partnership also brings in a much-needed financial strength to
Spireon, as it would provide the company more operational flexibility and
help expand its network across different verticals in the transportation
sector - helped through well-placed connections from Greenbriar. “There
has always been a potential where we could merge or acquire other
businesses to help fuel our innovation as we grow over the next couple of
years,” said Penkethman.
Spireon’s strength lies in the quality of data it gathers across different
verticals in the transportation segment, insisted Fitzgerald, saying that the
data could help push the growth of autonomous vehicles, by understanding
driving conditions in greater detail. “Data could also help municipalities in
planning their roads and in city expansion. It is significant as we can
combine data from different sources and facilitate the adoption of V2X
innovation - vehicle to everything - through the use of data,” she said.
“I think that is the future that is exciting to businesses in transportation where they understand the interrelationship of all these things, not just the
one type of telematics or consumer communication or driver monitoring,
but the integration of the many data points which can give autonomous
vehicles the opportunity to be real. You need all that data for safety and
efficiency and to have an equal system that will work.”
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